A block of spinal nitric oxide synthesis leads to increased background activity predominantly in nociceptive dorsal horn neurones in the rat.
Previous studies have shown that nitric oxide (NO) has a strong influence on the background (resting) activity of dorsal horn neurones. The background activity of dorsal horn neurones is generally assumed to be responsible for the presence of paraesthesia or spontaneous pain in patients depending on the functional type of neurones that are active. However, nothing is known about a possible selective action of NO - or a lack of NO - on a particular functional class of neurone. In the present study the background activity of lumbar dorsal horn neurones was examined in anaesthetized rats before and during spinal superfusion with L-NAME, an unspecific blocker of NO synthesis. The neurones were divided into five classes: (1) low-threshold mechanosensitive (LTM) cells with deep receptive fields (LTM deep units); (2) LTM cells with cutaneous receptive fields (LTM cutaneous units) (these two classes were considered to be non-nociceptive); (3) high-threshold mechanosensitive (HTM) deep cells; (4) HTM cutaneous cells; and (5) multireceptive (MR) cutaneous cells (the last three classes were assumed to be nociceptive). HTM neurones increased the frequency of their background activity significantly during L-NAME superfusion and 80% of the initially silent neurones became active after administration of the NOS blocker. MR neurones likewise increased their background activity. In contrast, the background activity of non-nociceptive (LTM) neurones was not significantly affected. The results support previous studies showing that NO has a tonic depressing effect on the background activity of dorsal horn neurones and demonstrate for the first time that this effect is largely restricted to nociceptive neurones. Therefore, a reduction in spinal NO synthesis which often occurs during a long-lasting peripheral lesion is likely to cause increased background activity in nociceptive neurones and thus might contribute to spontaneous pain in patients.